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Events at the Research Institute of
Language Studies and Language Education
during the 2014 Academic Year
Invited Lecture:
January 20, 2015
Dr. Jeremie Seror (University of Ottawa)
“Learning to write in digital spaces: Implications for the second language
learning”
“Bag Lunch” Seminars:
June 4, 2014
David Faulhaber
“Reimagining error treatment in L2 writing with reformulative audio feedback”
July 2, 2014
Lucius Von Joo & Eric J. Hall
“Using student-generated images and video as a facilitator of metacognition”
Yasuko Ito
“Japanese learners’ listening to English connected speech”
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September 24, 2014
Allan Nicholas
“Development of a dynamic assessment of pragmatic competence in EFL
learners”
Tim Murphey, Sakae Onoda & Masaki Kobayashi
“A multidisciplinary view of appreciative inquiry through action research”
October 1, 2014
Tara McIlroy
“Analysing the process of reading poetic texts”
小坂貴志、朴シウォン
「エキスパートになる－翻訳（学習）者の翻訳能力向上調査－」
October 29, 2014
Luke Rowland
“Multimodal analysis of multilingual student recruitment posters”
Jared Baierschmidt
“Investigating interaction during joint language learning activities utilizing
video games”
November 5, 2014
Carol Begg
“L2/3 attitudes and affiliation among English and Portuguese Major
students, before and after extended study in Brazil”
Brian R. Morrison
“A song-by-song lexical analysis of 500 English-medium songs popular in
Japan”
